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Resources to Help Seniors Stay Healthy

Welcome
It is hard to believe summer has come and gone. The hot summer days have left
and we now have crisp autumn mornings as we watch the countryside turn from
green to blazing colors of orange, red and yellow. One of the things I like most
about fall is that, though the days may get shorter, the pace seems much slower.
Kids are back in school, summer family vacations are over and often this is a time
when seniors can focus on themselves. It is a time when many people travel. You
can get some great bargains in off-seasons. In this issue we will explore whether
investing in travel insurance should be part of your vacation planning. This is also
a time when individuals may decide to try new hobbies. We often focus on exercise
and improving our bodily health. In this issue we will also talk about a more holistic
approach and you can determine whether meditation may be right for you. Not only
does meditation reduce stress and anxiety but studies have shown it promotes cell
longevity. Still another use of time for many seniors this time of year is to volunteer
in their communities. There is no lack of volunteer opportunities in the Southern Tier.
Our community has more than its share of homebound individuals. One volunteer
opportunity you could participate in is the Broome County Council of Churches Ramp
It Up program. This program identifies individuals who are homebound because the
property lacks handicap accessible entry and exit and then volunteers construct ramps
to let people more easily leave their homes. Whether you travel, take up new hobbies
or decide to volunteer, always remember “It’s All About Living Well.®”

Good Shepherd Communities Foundation
32 Village Drive, Endwell, NY 13760
607-757-3100
Good Shepherd Fairview Home
80 Fairview Avenue, Binghamton, NY 13904
607-724-2477
Good Shepherd Village at Endwell
32 Village Drive, Endwell, NY 13760
607-757-3100
Good Shepherd Rehab & Wellness
80 Fairview Avenue, Binghamton, NY 13904
607-724-2477
Chase Memorial Nursing Home
1 Terrace Heights, New Berlin, NY 13411
607-847-7000
For more information please visit
goodshepherdcommunities.org

ITEMS OF INTEREST FOR SENIORS

The following experts offer their advice on issues of interest to seniors throughout the Southern Tier.
If you have any questions concerning the following information, contact us at (607) 584-3901 or DB@GoodShepherdCommunities.org.

Meditation for Seniors
Meditation, the mind and body practice of relieving stress and
calming the mind, has a long history of improving psychological
balance, coping with illness and enhancing overall health and
well-being. Studies have shown increases in longevity for those
who practice mindfulness meditation. One study concluded
that by decreasing negative emotions and stress hormones,
meditation protects the chromosomes that mark physical aging
while promoting cell longevity.
Other benefits of meditation include increased concentration,
less depression, less loneliness and meditating in a group can
also help relieve feelings of isolation and promote a sense of
community with others.

How to Meditate
There are many spiritual traditions that promote meditation, as
well as secular programs that offer classes. Ideally, you will find
what works for you, but here are some basics.
• The right place. Start with finding a calm, quiet place in your
home that is free from distractions, such as your computer.
• Sitting. Though the standard photo of someone meditating
shows them sitting cross-legged on the floor, that might not
work with aging knees, hips or back. Many senior meditators
use a chair. Whichever position you choose, sit up straight and
do not slump over.
• Different meditation disciplines recommend keeping your eyes
open or closed. Closed eyes reduce visual distractions but can
also lull you to sleep. Try different techniques, such as eyes
gazing downward, to see what works for you.
• For those who have a hard time sitting still, an alternative is
walking meditation. This can be done in your home or a nearby
park. Instead of just concentrating on the breath, you can focus
on your movement, especially your steps. Or you can open
your awareness to everything around you: a bird’s cry, the wind
on your face, a child yelling. The trick is not to become fixated
on any one thing.
• Focusing. The traditional way to calm your mind is to pay
attention to your normal breath. Notice the soft inhalation and
then exhalation. Consider inhaling with your nose and exhaling
through your mouth—or vice versa, or count your breaths—

forward or backward. When your mind strays, gently bring your
awareness back to your breath.
• How long? Start slowly, maybe five minutes at a time, and
then gradually increase to as much as an hour a day. Ideally,
meditate at the same time of the day so this practice becomes
a routine. The more you meditate, the better you become at
controlling your thoughts.
If you would like to learn the finer points of meditation, many
local yoga studios offer meditation classes. You can also research
different techniques, such as Transcendental Meditation, on the
web or YouTube.

Upcoming
Events

OCT 17

Forgetfulness or Dementia? – Learn what the Elder Services Center at BU can do for you
2:00-3:00 pm – Stay Healthy Center at Oakdale Mall (call 778-2411 to register)

NOV 1
NOV 14
NOV 14

Indoor Walking Program for Seniors starts – various locations (call 778-2411 for sites and registration information)
Caregiving: Steps to Take, Decisions to Make – 2:30-4:30 pm – Broome County Library
Thanksgiving Luncheon at Senior Centers (call the senior center of your choice to make a reservation)

A Giving Opportunity
Good Shepherd Communities Foundation relies on the generosity of
our many donors to fulfill our mission to support seniors who reside
at Good Shepherd and in the community. There are many options for
giving, but one that is often overlooked is establishing a gift annuity.

What are the benefits of an Annuity?
• Lifetime income at fixed generous rates
• Eligibility for a charitable income tax deduction for a portion of
your contribution
• Reduction and deferral of capital gains taxes if appreciated
securities are contributed
• Part of your annuity payments may be tax-free for a number of years

How does an Annuity work?
You make a one-time contribution in cash or appreciated securities
(stocks, bonds, mutual fund shares). In return for this donation, Good
Shepherd Communities Foundation pays one or two annuitants an
annuity each year for life. Payments can be taken immediately or
deferred to a later date.
You may qualify for an immediate income tax charitable deduction
for the part of your gift that is considered a contribution. The annuity
payments may be partially tax-free during the life expectancy of
the annuitant(s). At the end of your lifetime(s), Good Shepherd
Communities benefits by retaining the amount that remains from
your annuity.

What is my annuity rate?
The annual lifetime annuity rate is fixed and determined by your date
of birth. Payout rates are defined by the American Council on Gift
Annuities. If you are at least 60 years of age, payments can begin
immediately. If younger, you may qualify for a deferred annuity, with
the first payment made after your 60th birthday. The annuity rate
increases because of this deferral period.
An example of interest rates per the American Council on Gift
Annuities (ACGA) on a single life is as follows:
Donor’s Age
Annuity Rate
55
4.3%
60
4.7%
65
5.1%
70
5.6%
75
6.2%
80
7.3%
85
8.3%
90
9.5%
Please take a moment to visit our webpage at www.gscfoundation.
org and click on Planned Giving or contact the Foundation Office at:
607-757-3100 or tcortese-green@gscfoundation.org.
This information is not intended as legal or tax advice. Please consult
your legal and tax advisors.

Good Shepherd Supports Volunteer Program
The Ramp It Up Youth Initiative, a service of the Faith in Action Volunteers program at the Broome
County Council of Churches, has been serving members of our community with physical
challenges for ten years. Partnering youth with adult mentors, Ramp It Up provides wheelchair
ramps to those with limited access to their homes. Each ramp is constructed to meet ADA
standards and labor is provided by volunteers, resulting in a huge cost savings. Relying on
grants and donations to purchase building materials, Ramp It Up has been successful due to the
generosity of the community, including the Good Shepherd Communities Foundation. Last year,
they received $5,000 from a Good Shepherd grant and were able to replace all their old, worn out
tools.
Because of this type of support, they are well on their way to building their 150th ramp this
season. These ramps are much more than a way out of the house. To get a good picture of just
what the Ramp it Up program provides, the words of a grateful ramp recipient tell it best:
“I was picturing some planks nailed together to get me off the porch. Boy was I wrong! You built a huge addition to my life, not just a way to
get out of the house. It’s a way to enjoy the outdoors again, expand my living space, get the exercise I need and most importantly, it’s given
me some optimism about the future.” —Alexandra, ramp recipient
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Travel Insurance: Is it Necessary?
When planning a trip, you’ve probably received offers for trip insurance and you’ve probably
wondered if you really need it. Many people often skip it with no ensuing problems. Travel
insurance may duplicate insurance you already have. For one, many credit cards provide
insurance when traveling, although they rarely cover medical issues. This is important for older
adults on Medicare because the government health insurance does not cover you when you
are out of the country (unless you have a supplement that specifically allows this). If you’re not
on Medicare, your health insurance policy most likely covers you anywhere in this country and
sometimes abroad. And your renters or homeowners insurance policy may cover the loss or
theft of valuables while you’re traveling. Airlines generally cover the loss of a checked bag.

Reasons to get trip insurance include:
• Your trip is expensive – the rule of thumb is if it’s more than $5,000. The price of insurance
is generally between 5 and 12 percent of the total trip.
• You’ve got a complicated trip, with many parts and different travel operators, and have
prepaid for much of it. Check the refund policies of all the operators you’re dealing with.
• You’re doing cruise or package tours, which typically don’t offer refunds for cancellations.
• You’re traveling to a remote and/or possibly dangerous place, such as where crime
is frequent, or you’re doing adventure traveling, involving riskier activities such as
whitewater rafting or mountain climbing.
• Your health is precarious or you suffer from chronic illness, although many health
insurance plans cap pre-existing conditions.
• You’re a nervous traveler, and would rather pay the $200 for comprehensive travel
insurance than worry the whole time about what you would do if you had trouble.
Determining what kind of insurance you need and then finding the best plan can be an arduous
task. That’s why it’s easiest to buy comprehensive travel insurance that covers seemingly every
possible thing that could go wrong. Generally, travel insurance is sold in packages, combining
various categories of coverage. However, you can customize most insurance plans so you
get only what you need. Of the dozens of types of insurance, the more common are trip
cancellation or interruption, emergency evacuation, medical, baggage and rental car.
Buyer beware: Different plans have different limitations and definitions. It’s necessary to
read the fine print to make sure you’re getting the coverage you want and need. Otherwise, you
might not get reimbursed for something you thought was covered. And don’t forget to save all
your documentation as well as note the names of staff you deal with at the insurance company.

For more information please visit
goodshepherdcommunities.org

Free Speaker’s
Bureau
Good Shepherd Communities is the
area’s premier resource for up-to-date
information regarding issues in senior
healthcare and wellness.
Our speakers are offered to your notfor-profit organization free of charge
and are available to speak on a number
of issues including:
• Senior Living Options & Costs
• Falls & Fall Prevention
• Therapeutic Recreation & Ways to
Keep the Elderly Active
• Senior Safety Awareness
• Medicare Insurance & Skilled
Nursing Facilities
• What to look for when selecting a
senior care facility
• Elder abuse and how to recognize it
• HIPAA and Patient Rights
• Advanced Care Directives & Living
Wills
• Pharmaceutical Concerns for Seniors
• Good Shepherd Communities
Foundation Grant Opportunities
• LSVT BIG and LOUD® – Therapy
specific to Parkinson’s Disease
To reserve a speaker, please call
(607) 584-3901.

